What are brag tags?
Brag tags are tokens of acknowledgement teachers can use to encourage and celebrate positive student performance and achievement.

How can I use these brag tags with the Zearn Attitude Anchor Chart?
These tags focus on the same five positive attitudes as the Anchor Chart: Zealous, Engaged, Appreciative, Resilient, Neighborly. Students and/or teachers can use the space on each tag to draw pictures, give examples, or make comments. Students should try to collect all five tags!

Should every student receive a brag tag?
Yes. By implementing a system that values positive attitudes as well academic mastery, teachers increase genuine opportunities for student recognition.

How many brag tags should be awarded each week?
Authenticity counts! Use your judgment.
I showed strong, positive energy and enthusiasm for math this week. Here's how:
I stayed focused while learning when...
I was grateful for...
I chose to try and try again rather than give up, even when math was difficult. Here’s when:
I was able to work respectfully and effectively with my classmates.

Here's what we did: